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In this paper, we propose a new approach to Fuzzy network crashing in a project network whose activity times are 
uncertain. The uncertain parameters in the project network are represented by triangular fuzzy numbers. By using a 
new type of fuzzy arithmetic and a fuzzy ranking method we propose a method for finding an optimal duration by 
crashing the fuzzy activities of a project network without converting the fuzzy activity times to classical numbers. A 
numerical example is provided to illustrate the proposed method. 
Keywords: Triangular fuzzy number, fuzzy ranking, fuzzy project network, Critical path, crashing. 
1. Introduction  
Project management involves project scheduling, planning, evaluating, and controlling. Activity networks have 
proven very useful for the performance evaluation of certain types of projects. The critical path method is an 
important tool to identify the critical activities in the critical path of an activity network for project management. 
Project crashing is a technique used to shorten the project duration by accelerating some of its activities at an 
additional expense. The objective of crashing is to reduce project duration while minimizing the cost, which is also 
known as time-cost trade off problem. Reducing project durations can be done by providing additional resources to 
those activities in the critical path. Project managers are intended to spend the minimum possible amount of money 
and achieve the maximum crashing time, as a result both direct and indirect costs will be influenced in the project. 
While crashing any critical activity by providing extra resources the direct cost will increase whereas the indirect 
cost will reduce and vice versa. Therefore there is some compromise in project duration – a balance between 
excessive direct costs for shortening the project duration and excessive indirect costs for lengthening the project 
duration which we call as optimum project duration. 
The successful implementation of CPM requires the exact values on activity durations, resources, money etc. 
However in reality, due to the non availability and uncertainty of information as well as the variation of management 
scenario, it is often difficult to obtain the exact values of the decision parameters of the problems. Thus, the 
conventional approaches, both deterministic and random process, tend to be less effective in conveying the 
imprecision or vagueness nature of the linguistic assessment. Consequently, the fuzzy set theory can play a 
significant role in this kind of decision making environment to tackle the unknown or the vagueness about the 
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decision parameters in a project network. 
The fuzzy PERT was originated by Chanas and Kamburowski [3]. Motivated by this article several authors have 
studied the fuzzy crashing of fuzzy PERT problem. Steve and DessoukyError! Reference source not found. 
described a procedure for solving the project time/cost tradeoff problem of reducing project duration at a minimum 
cost. Rehab and Carr Error! Reference source not found. described the typical approach that construction planners 
take in performing time-Cost Trade-off (TCT). Pulat and Horn Error! Reference source not found. described a 
project network with a set of tasks to be completed according to some precedence relationship; the objective is to 
determine efficient project schedules for a range of project realization times and resource cost per time unit for each 
resource. Van SlykeError! Reference source not found. demonstrated several advantages of applying simulation 
techniques to PERT, including more accurate estimates of the true project length, flexibility in selecting any 
distribution for activity times and the ability to calculate “criticality indexes”, which are the probability of various 
activities being on the critical path. Van Slyke was the first to apply Monte Carlo simulations to PERT. 
Coskun[3]formulated the problem as a Chance Constrained Linear Programming. Johnson and Schon [7] used 
simulation to compare three rules for crashing stochastic networks. Badiru[1]reported development of another 
simulation program for project management called STARC. Feng et al [5] presented a hybrid approach that combines 
simulation techniques with a genetic algorithm to solve the time-cost trade-off problem under uncertainty.  
In this paper, we use triangular fuzzy numbers to effectively deal with the ambiguities involved in the process of 
linguistic values. Applying a new type of fuzzy arithmetic and a fuzzy ranking method [8,9], we propose a method 
for finding an optimal duration by crashing the fuzzy activities of a project network without converting the fuzzy 
activity times to classical numbers.  A numerical example is provided to illustrate the proposed method. The rest of 
this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall the basic concepts of fuzzy numbers, fuzzy arithmetic and 
their rankings. In section 3, we introduce the concept of fuzzy network crashing. In section 4, a numerical example is 
given to illustrate the method proposed in this paper. 
2. Preliminaries 
The aim of this section is to present some notations, notions and results which are of useful in our further study. 
Definition 2.1  
A fuzzy set a%  defined on the set of real numbers R  is said to be a fuzzy number if its membership function 
a : R [0,1]→% has the following study.  
(a) a%   is convex,    
 { } { }1 2 1 2 1 2a λx +(1-t)x =min a(x ),a(x ) , for all  x , x R  and λ [0,1]∈ ∈% % %  
(b) a%  is normal i.e. there exists an  x R∈  such that ( )a x  1=%  
(c) a%  is Piecewise continuous. 
Definition 2.2 
A fuzzy number a%  on R  is said to be a triangular fuzzy number (TFN) or linear fuzzy number if its membership 
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We denote this triangular fuzzy number by  
1 2 3a = (a , a , a ).%  We use F(R)  to denote the set of all triangular 
fuzzy numbers. 
 
Also if 2m a= represents the modal value or midpoint, 2 1( a a )α = − represents the left spread and 3 2(a a )β = −  
represents the right spread of the triangular fuzzy number  1 2 3a = (a , a , a ),%   then the triangular fuzzy number a%  
can be represented by the triplet ( )a ,m, .= α β%  i.e. ( )1 2 3a = (a , a , a ) = , m, .α β%  
Definition 2.3 A triangular fuzzy number a F(R)∈%  can also be represented as a pair ( )a a, a=% of functions 
( ) ( )a r and a r for  0 r 1≤ ≤  which satisfies the following requirements: 
(i). ( )a r  is a bounded monotonic increasing left continuous function.  
(ii). ( )a r  is a bounded monotonic decreasing left continuous function. 
(iii). ( ) ( )a r a r≤ , 0 r 1≤ ≤  




+ =  
 
is said to be a 
location index number of a% . The two non-decreasing left continuous functions * 0a (a a),= −   
*
0a (a a )= −  are 
called the left fuzziness index function and the right fuzziness index function respectively.  Hence every triangular 
fuzzy number 1 2 3a (a , a , a )=% can also be represented by ( )*0 *a a ,a , a=%  
2.1 Ranking of triangular Fuzzy Numbers 
Many different approaches for the ranking of fuzzy numbers have been proposed in the literature. Abbasbandy and 
Hajjari [1] proposed a new ranking method based on the left and the right spreads at some α -levels of fuzzy 
numbers. 
For an arbitrary triangular fuzzy number ( )*1 2 3 0 *a = (a , a , a ) a , a ,a=% with parametric form ( )a a(r), a(r)=% , we 
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define the magnitude of the triangular fuzzy number a%  by 
 
 
where the function f (r) is a 
non-negative and increasing function 






=∫ . The function f (r)  can be considered as a weighting function. 
In real life applications, f (r)  can be chosen by the decision maker according to the situation. In this paper, for 
convenience we use f (r) r= .    
Hence 0 0





  + − + +
= =     
   
%  
The magnitude of a triangular fuzzy number a%  synthetically reflects the information on every membership degree, 
and meaning of this magnitude is visual and natural. Mag ( a% ) is used to rank fuzzy numbers. The larger Mag( a% ), 
the larger fuzzy number. 
For any two triangular fuzzy numbers ( )*0 *a a ,a , a=% and ( )*0 *b b , b ,b=% in F(R), we define the ranking of a%  and 
b%  by comparing the Mag ( a% ) and Mag ( b% ) on R as follows: 
(i). a b%% f  if and only if Mag( a% ) ≥  Mag( b% ) 
(ii).   a b%% p  if and only if Mag( a% ) ≤  Mag( b% ) 
(iii).  a b≈ %%  if and only if Mag( a% ) = Mag( b% ) 
Definition 2.5  
A triangular fuzzy number ( )*0 *a a ,a , a=%   is said to be symmetric if and only if **a = a . 
Definition 2.6  
A triangular fuzzy number ( )*0 *a a ,a ,a=% is said to be non-negative if and only if Mag ( a% ) ≥ 0 and is denoted by 
a 0.%% f   Further if Mag( a% ) >  0,  then ( )*0 *a a ,a , a=% is said to be a positive fuzzy number and is denoted by 
a 0%% f  . 
Definition 2.7  
Two triangular fuzzy numbers ( )*0 *a a ,a , a=% and ( )*0 *b b , b ,b=% in F(R) are said to be equivalent if and only if 
Mag( a% ) = Mag( b% ).That is   a b≈ %%  if and only if Mag( a% ) = Mag( b% ).Two triangular fuzzy numbers 








Mag(a) ( a a a ) f (r) dr
2
1




 = + +∫ 
 
 = + −∫ 
 
%
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a b= %%  if and only if * *0 0 * *a b ,a b ,a b .= = =  
2.2 Arithmetic operations on triangular Fuzzy Numbers 
Ming Ma et al. [9] have proposed a new fuzzy arithmetic based upon both location index and fuzziness index 
functions. The location index number is taken in the ordinary arithmetic, whereas the fuzziness index functions are 
considered to follow the lattice rule which is least upper bound in the lattice L. That is for a, b∈L we define 
{ } { }a b max a,b and a b min a,b .∨ = ∧ =  
For arbitrary triangular fuzzy numbers ( )*0 *a a ,a ,a=%  and ( )*0 *b b ,b ,b=%  and { }, , , ,∗ = + − × ÷ the arithmetic 
operations on the triangular fuzzy numbers are defined by ( )* *0 0 * *a b a b ,a b ,a b .∗ = ∗ ∨ ∨%% In particular for any two 
triangular fuzzy numbers ( )*0 *a a ,a ,a=%  and ( )*0 *b b ,b ,b=% , we define  
(i) Addition: a b+ %% = ( ) ( ) { } { }( )* * * *0 * 0 * 0 0 * *a ,a ,a b ,b , b a b , max a ,b , max a , b+ = +  
(ii) Subtraction: ( ) ( ) { } { }( )* * * *0 * 0 * 0 0 * *a b a ,a ,a b ,b ,b a b , max a ,b ,max a ,b .− = − = −%%  
(iii) Multiplication: ( ) ( ) { } { }( )* * * *0 * 0 * 0 0 * *a b a ,a ,a b ,b ,b a b ,max a , b ,max a , b .× = × = ×%%  
(iv) Division: ( ) ( ) { } { }( )* * * *0 * 0 * 0 0 * *a b a ,a ,a b , b ,b a b ,max a ,b ,max a ,b .÷ = ÷ = ÷%%  
3. Fuzzy Crashing 
Fuzzy project network is an acyclic digraph, where the vertices represent events, and the directed edges represent the 
activities, to be performed in a project. We denote this fuzzy project network by ( )N = V, A, T .%% % %  Let 
1 2 3 nV = {v ,v ,v ,...,v }
% % % % % be the set of fuzzy vertices (events), where 1v%  and nv%  are the tail and head events of the 
project, and each 
1v%  belongs to some path from 1v%  to nv% . Let 鬃A (V V)∈ ×% % %  be the set of directed 
edges { }ij i j i j∈% %% % % % %A = a = ( v ,v ) / for v ,v V , that represents the activities to be performed in the project.  Activity % ija  
is then represented by one, and only one, arrow with a tail event iv%  and a head event jv% . For each activity % ija , a 
fuzzy number ijt T∈ %% is defined as the fuzzy time required for the completion of % ija . A critical path is a longest path 
from the initial event 1v%  to the terminal event nv%  of the project network, and an activity % ija  on a critical path is 
called a critical activity.  
Most of the existing time-cost trade-off models rely on conditions where the activity time-cost relationships are 
assumed to be deterministic. A typical activity time - cost relationship is shown in Fig. 1.  However, during project 
implementation, many uncertain factors, such as weather, productivity level, human factors etc., dynamically affect 
activity durations and costs. The activity time-cost relationship is no longer a monotonously decreasing curve as 
shown in Fig. 1. In this paper durations and costs are both characterized by triangular fuzzy numbers and the fuzzy 
relationship between time and cost is shown in Fig. 2.   
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Figure 1  Deterministic relationship between time and cost of an active 
 
 




ija : Project’s activities, where, i = (1, 2, 3,…, n) 
B
~
: Maximum available budget 
T
~
: Shortest possible duration to complete the project at least cost within the maximum available budget 
F
~
: The desired project completion time at least cost 
T
~
N, I; :          Normal time for activity i 
T
~
C , I; Crash time for activity i 
C
~
N, I; Normal cost for activity i 
C
~
C , I: Crash cost for activity i 
U
~
i: Cost slope for activity i 
C
~
P: Critical path (longest path in the project network) 
D
~
N, q: Normal time for critical activity q,  where q = (1, 2, 3,…, L) 
D
~
C, q: Crash time for critical activity q 
C
~
N, j: Normal cost for noncritical activity j, where j = (1, 2, 3,…, m) 
C
~
C , q: Crash cost for critical activity q 
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S: Cost slope for critical activity S, where S begin with critical activity that has the smallest cost slope 
= (1, 2, 3,…, Y) 
U
~
x: Cost slope for noncritical activity x, where x begin with noncritical activity that has the biggest cost 
slope = (1, 2, 3,…, z) 
D
~
r, S: Max reduction in duration for critical activity S 

NTC : Total cost to complete the project in normal condition 
TC a: Total cost to complete the project by crashing all activities (crash condition) 
TC C: Total cost to complete the project by CCA 
TE C: Extra cost that adding to crash critical activities 
θCrashForT: Number of steps to meet F (considering F>T) or obtain T (considering F = T) by CCA 
CCA: Approach of crashing critical activities 
 
3.2 General descriptions and formulations 
 Critical path of the project network in normal condition: 






= ∑  
 Total cost of the project in normal condition:  






= ∑  
 Total cost of the project by crashing all activities: 






= ∑  





C P D (4)
=
= ∑  





TE D  U (5)
=
= ∑  
 Total cost of the project by CCA: 
   ( )C N ETC TC TC 6= +  
 Number of steps to meet F (considering F>T) or complete the project within T  
(considering F = T) by CCA: 
                           
Y




θ = ∑  
 
3.3  Algorithm 
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 4. Numerical Example 
A precedence relationships network of a project with nine activities is depicted in the diagram. The crash time and 
normal time of an activity are triangular fuzzy numbers and crash cost rate and normal cost rate also are triangular 
fuzzy numbers (as shown in Table 1). 
 
Step1:  Draw the project network 
Step2:  Determine the normal time and normal cost for each activity to determine the critical and 
noncritical activities 
Step3: Compute the normal total cost and normal duration of the project completion. If F equals 
the normal duration of completion then we stop the procedure 
Step 4 : Find the project cost by the formula 
Project cost = (Direct cost + (Indirect cost*project duration)) 
Step 5 : Find the minimum cost slope by the formula 
Cost slope = (Crash cost - Normal cost)/(Normal time - Crash time) 
Step 6 : Determine the crash time and crash cost for each activity to compute the cost slope 
Step 7 : Identify the activity with the minimum cost slope and crash that activity. Identify the new 
critical path and find the cost of the project by formula  
Project Cost= ((Project Direct Cost + Crashing cost of crashed activity)  
           + Indirect Cost*project duration)) 
Step 8 : Crash all activities in the project simultaneously 
Step 9 : 
Step10 :  
Draw the project network after crashing all activities   
Determine the critical path and noncritical paths Also, identify the critical activities                 
Step11:   In the In the new Critical path select the activity with the next minimum cost slope, and 
repeat this step until all the activities along the critical path are crashed upto desired time. 
Step12:              At this point all the activities are crashed and further crashing is not possible. The crashing 
of non critical activities does not alter the project duration time and is of no use. 
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(20,23,26) (24,26,28) (1.9,2.0,2.1) (0.6,0.65,0.7) (0.18,0.20,0.22) 




(10,14,18) (16,18,20) (1.5,1.55,1.6) (0.5,0.55,0.6) (0.15,0.17,0.19) 
5-8 Parts assembly (17,20,23) (19,21,23) (1.8,1.85,1.9) (0.4,0.5,0.6) (0. 14,0. 17,0.2) 
3-6 Block building (10,13,16) (14,15,16) (2.0,2. 1,2.2) (0.55,0.6,0.65) (0.15,0. 17,0. 19) 
6-8 Pallet assembly (8 ,11,14) (13,14,15) (1.4,1.45,1.5) (0.4,0.45,0.55) (0. 13,0. 15,0. 17) 
4-7 Sections building (16,19,22) (21,23,25) (1.9,2.0,2.1) (0.6,0.7,0.8) (0.18,0.20,0.22) 




(4,5,6) (5,6,7) (2.4,2.5,2.6) (0.8,0.85,0.9) (0.2,0.23,0.26) 
 
Here all the decision parameters are triangular fuzzy numbers represented in the form of 1 2 3a = (a , a , a )% . 
According to Definition 2.4 these triangular fuzzy numbers can also be represented in a convenient form 
( )*1 2 3 0 *a = (a , a , a ) a , a ,a=% , where 0a - location index number, * 0a (a a)= − - left fuzziness index function  and 
*
0a (a a )= − - right fuzziness index function of a% respectively. Hence the given data in the form ( )*0 *a = a ,a ,a%  is 
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1-2 Material preparing (30,2,2) (32,1,1) (1.9,.0.2,0.2) (0.35,0.05,0.05) (0.12,0.02,0.02) 
1-3 JP3Self-making 
components  
(23,3,3) (26,2,2) (2,0.1,0.1) (0.65,0.05,0.05) (0.2,0.02,0.02) 
1-4 The cell manufacture (19,4,4) (20,1,1) (1.8,0.1,0.1) (0.55,0.1,0.1) (0.17,0.03,0.03) 
2-5 Pipi-parts manufacture (14,4,4) (18,2,2) (1.55,0.05,0.05) (0.55,0.05,0.05) (0.17,0.02,0.02) 
5-8 Parts assembly (20,3,3) (21,2,2) (1.85,0.05,0.05) (0.5,0.1,0.1) (0.17,0.03,0.03) 
3-6 Block building (13,3,3) (15,1,1) (2.1,0.1,0.1) (0.6,0.05,0.05) (0.17,0.02,0.02) 
6-8 Pallet assembly (11,3,3) (14,1,1) (1.45,0.05,0.05) (0.45,0.05,0.05) (0.15,0. 02,0.02) 
4-7 Sections building (19,3,3) (23,2,2) (2,0.1,0.1) (0.7,0.1,0.1) (0.20,0.02,0.02) 
7-9 Zone construction (12,2,2) (14,1,1) (2.4,0.1,0.1) (0.75,0.05,0.05) (0.21,0.02,0.02) 
8-9 Building berth healing (5,1,1) (6,1,1) (2.5,0.1,0.1) (0.85,0.05,0.05) (0.23,0.03,0.03) 
 
                       (18, 2, 2)         (21, 2, 2) 
            (32, 1, 1) 
                                                            (6, 1, 1) 
                 (26, 2, 2)      (15, 1, 1)        (14, 1, 1)                                             
                                                    (14, 1, 1)                 
            (20, 1, 1)             (23, 2, 2)                 
                                                      
                
1 – 2 – 5 – 8 – 9 is the critical path and 1 – 2, 2 – 5, 5 – 8, 8 – 9 are the critical activities 
1 
7 
3 6 9 
2 5 8 
4 
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1-2 (32,1,1) (0.35,0.05,0.05) (30,2,2) (1.9,0.2,0.2) (2,2,2) (1.55,0.2,0.2) (0.78,2,2)-II 
1-3 (26,2,2) (0.65,0.05,0.05) (23,3,3) (2,0.1,0.1) (3,3,3) (1.35,0.1,0.1) (0.45,3,3) 
1-4 (20,1,1) (0.55,0.1,0.1) (19,4,4) (1.8,0.1,0.1) (1,4,4) (1.25,0.1,0.1) (1.25,4,4) 
2-5 (18,2,2) (0.55,0.05,0.05) (14,4,4) (1.55,0.05,0.05) (4,4,4) (1.00,0.05,0.05) (0.25,4,4)-I 
5-8 (21,2,2) (0.5,0.1,0.1) (20,3,3) (1.85,0.05,0.05) (1,3,3) (1.35,0.1,0.1) (1.35,3,3)-III 
3-6 (15,1,1) (0.6,0.05,0.05) (13,3,3) (2.1,0.1,0.1) (2,3,3) (1.5,0.1,0.1) (0.75,3,3) 
6-8 (14,1,1) (0.45,0.05,0.05) (11,3,3) (1.45,0.05,0.05) (3,3,3) (1,0.05,0.05) (0.33,3,3) 
4-7 (23,2,2) (0.7,0.1,0.1) (19,3,3) (2,0.1,0.1) (4,3,3) (1.3,0.1,0.1) (0.33,3,3) 
7-9 (14,1,1) (0.75,0.05,0.05) (12,2,2) (2.4,0.1,0.1) (2,2,2) (1.65,0.1,0.1) (0.83,2,2) 
8-9 (6,1,1) (0.85,0.05,0.05) (5,1,1) (2.5,0.1,0.1) (1,1,1) (1.65,0.1,0.1) (1.65,1,1)-IV 
  Direct cost (5.95,1,1)  
 
Step: 1   Since (2-5) has least crash slope, crash (2-5) by (4 , 4, 4) 
  (14, 4, 4)        (21, 2, 2) 
 
       (32, 1, 1)          (14, 1, 1)              (6, 1, 1)                           
              (26, 2, 2)       (15, 1, 1)                                                   
                        
            (20, 1, 1)        (23, 2, 2)                (14, 1, 1) 
               
                                                                                                
Step: 2 Crash (1 – 2) by (2, 2, 2) 
                                       
                   
                                                                                                                              
       
  
                                  













3 6 9 




3 6 9 
2 5 8 
4 
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Step: 3 Crash (5 – 8) by (1, 3, 3)  
       
                                       
                   
                                                                                                                                       
       
  
      Step: 4 Crash (8 – 10) by (1,1,1) 
 
                                       
                   
                                                                                                                                       
       
                                 




Stage Crash Current duration 
Direct cost  
= (Normal cost + Crash cost) 
Indirect cost Total cost 
(1) (2-5) by (4,4,4) (73,4,4,) (12.15,4,4) (11.17,4,4) (23.52,4,4) 
(2) (1-2) by (2,2,2) (71,4,4) (9.75,4,4) (10.93,4,4) (20.68,4,4) 
(3) (5-8) by (1,3,3) (70,4,4) (7.8,4,4) (10.76,4,4) (18.56,4,4) 
(4) (8-10) by (1,1,1) (69,4,4) (8.45,4,4) (10.53,4,4) (18.98,4,4) 
 
 
From the above table we can see that after stage 3 the total cost starts increasing. Hence the optimal duration is 







This paper investigated the fuzzy network crashing problem in the project network with several fuzzy parameters. 
The validity of the proposed method is examined with numerical example. The applicability of the above procedure 
is useful for various types of problems in which uncertain results are compassed. We can consider this approach 
faster and easier to complete the project in shortest possible duration. 
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